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ABSTRACT
The infinitesimal transformation in a general form has been
introduced and Lie-derivatives of various geometric entries have
bbeen obtained [1]. The aim of the present paper is to find the
various entities of the defoemd Finsler space and with the help of
these, certain common characteristics possessed by Finsler space
and deformed Finsler space have been derived.
1. INTRODUCTION : Let F n be an n-dimensional Finsler space

equipped with the symmetic metric tensor
giJ (x, x) def 1/2

where

ai

ai. a.1 F 2 {x, x)

... (1.1)

=a/ax i.

Since the metric function F(x, x) is assumed . to be positively
homogeneous of degree one in ~i, s the metric tensor is homogeneous
function of degree zero in ~i, s. The contravariant component of the
metric tensor are given by
g

ij

- s:i { 1
gjh - uh 0

jf h = i
if hi' i.

.• (1 2)

·'· · .
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The Cartan's covariant derivative of a tensor

zj (x, x)

with

respect to xk is given by [2]

Tj1k (x, x) = akzj- (a1zj) ai + zj r;1 - T~ rjk,
-, =oldx
-, ") k an d alk (x, x)
. d e.f ok
.:., a' =rmk
*l (x, x)
. x. m .
wh ere ok

... (1.3)
... (1.4)

The functions am (x, x) are homogeneous of degree two in )'s
[2] and r;~k (x, x) are the Cartan's connection coefficients.
The completely symmetric part of a geometric object Qij is
given by
Q(ij)

def (Qij + .Qji)/2

... (1.5)

The infinitesimal transformation in the general form is given
by
-i
i
x =x

. d
+ v i (x, x)
z

... (1.6)

where vi (x, x) are the contravariant components of a vector and dz is
an infinitesimal constant.
2. DEFORMED FINSLEA SPACE

The deformed geometric object .Q (x, x) of any geometric object
.Q(x, x) under the infinitesimal transfomration (1.6) is given by (5) .
.Q (x, x) = .Q (x, x)

+ DL .Q (x, x)

... (2.1)

Thus, we have
-

.

k .

.

+ [S1k v + (okS)
{v~ ~h + cah vk) (x·h + 2ah)}] dz

S (x, x) = S(x, x)

Xi (x, x) =x!(x, x)
.

... (2.2)

+ [~k vk -X\v~k + G~ahvi) +
.

k .,

.

k

h

h

+ (dk X) {v 1h xn + (dhv )(x· + 2G )} dz
. .
gij (x, x) = gij (x, x)

...{2.3)

+ [2gm,c,i {mara·m
vj + J) ,.v )

+ (amgi)tv'f:. x·r + (arvm)(x·r + 2Gr)}] dz ...(2.4)
and

rj1 (x, x) = rJ1 (x, x) + [v~jk + vh zjkh + caj ahvi)tk
.:., r*i {

h

·m

( jk) VtmX
+oh

+ (-,amv h) (x· m + 20m)).

+ cajahvi + r;j ahvr> aZ1 dz

... (2.5)
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DEFINITION : The Finster space F n equipped with the above

deformed geometric entities is called the deformed space of the finsler ·
space Fn3. CERTAIN COMMON CHARACTERISTICS POSSESSED BY Fn AND Fn

We have the following theorems.
Theorem 3.1 When the Finster space Fn admits a oneparameter group of motions generated by (1.6), a vector of constant
magnitude deforms into a vector of the same magnitude.

Proof. The magnitude of the deformed vector X! (x, x), say

_

x (x, x) is given by

- -·-·
x-2 (x, x) =guX!
)f

... (3.la)

Using (2.3) and (2.4) in (3.la) and neglecting the terms
containing second and higher powers of dz we get
~.
2.
x- (x, x) =X (x, x)

+

2
k.
2
[(X )zk v + (dkX)

lvfh ;h + (ah i) (x·h + 2Gh)}] dz
where

2

.

.

... (3.lq)

.

X (x, x) =guX )f

Since )(- (x, x) is. a vector of constant magnitude, it follows
from (3.lb) that

x ex, x) =r ex, x)
2

Hence the result.
Theorem 3.2 When the space Fn admits a one-parameter
group of motions generated by the infinitesimal change (1.6), an
orthogonal ennuple in Fn deforms into an orthogonal ennuple.

Proof. Let A,aI (x, x) (a= 1, 2, .. ., n) be the unit tangents to
n-congruences of an orthogonal ennuple in Fn. The subscript a
followed by a solidus simply distinguishes one congruence from the
other and has no significance of covariance. The contravariant and
covariant components of Aa will be denoted by A,~ and "-a i
I

·

I

I

respectively. Since .n-con.gruences a:ri> n:rntu::i.Uy orthgonal we have
' •
i' ., •.,. " -·I!..
• fo ~ • ~ ~ ~ - J J. b u =· fJ'
s~,, ·a~ IA.@! - <!i)@b - 0 if a .:; ;. b

l

.,.

(3 2)

.

The. deformed vector of A.~. (x. ~) may be obtamoo from C•t~) in
the form

,,

.
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-;i

<. .. c.:: ,,II.al
i < .) [" i
J k
X, X + 11.a!lk V -

,, k < i

II.a/ X, X)

II.al Vzk

~ V i,i
+ ahk ch

. + (ak A.~ ) !vfh ~h +(ah vk) (x·h + 2ah)}] dz

1

Using (2.4) and (3.3) and neglecting the terms
powers of dz higher than one we get

... ' ·" ")
~{

Cf

~)

'taining

g1'J·· i~ l ~ l =g 1 ·A.~I ;.{,, + [(g1 !..~, ;.{,,)1k i + {ak (gi'J·· !.~I A-'~)I
'J·

'J·•

x {v~~h +(ah vk) (x·h + 2ah)}] d1

... (3.4)

From (3.2) and (3.4) it follows that
'Ii ,,j

-

'Ii ,,j

g·.LJ /\,al "'b I =g LJ.. /\,a, "'b 1

which proves the proposition.
Theorem 3.3 The deformed scalar

... (3.5)

Yabc (x, x) of I

coefficient

of rotation Yabc (x, x) in F w given by
Yabc (x, x)

=Yabc (x, x) -i- [Yabclh uh+ (ah. Yabc)
{v?m ~m +(am vh)(x·m + 2am)}] dz

... (3.6)

is the coefficient of rotation in the deformed space F',,,
Pr.oof. From previous theorem it follows tx~ 1t -che deformed
vectors A~ (x, x) will also be the unit tangents to the 1'! congruences
I

of an orthogonal ennu.I?.le in the deformed Finsler space. The
coefficient of rotation in Fn is given by ·
Yabc

<x, x) =i~1TJ Ib1i ~1

... (3.7)

where ')..~lij (x, x) represents the deformed value of the tensor

!..~!if (x, x). It is given by

-:iAa;Tj (x, x). =A.a/lj
, i <x, x). + ["r"alljk
i
k
v .

k

h.

.. k
i
A.a/lj (vzk

k

.

.

:..
i
+ ahk oh
v)
k "h

.

k

+').~Ilk (vlj + G1 oh v ) + (vk A~;z) {vzh x +(ah v )
(x··h + 2ah )} 1d z

... (3.8)

Also, we have
.
'),,bli (x, x)

.
k
k
h"
k
= '),,bli (x, x). + [1,b!ilk
v + A.blk (vu+ Gi ah v )
.

k .h

.

k

··h

+ (ak /,,bli {vzh x + (i1h v ) (x

h

+ 2G )}] dz

... (3.9)
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Using the equations (3.3), (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) and neglecting
the terms of containing ·powers of dz higher than one we get the
equation (3.6).
·
Theorem 3.4 When the spae F n admits a one-parameter
group of motions generated by the infinitesimal change (1.6), the
geodesics of the congruence of an orthogonal ennuple deform into
geodesics.
Proof. If the curves of the congruence of an orthogonal
ennuple are geodesics then
Yabb (x, x) = 0
... (3.10)
Putting c =bin (3.6) and using the equation (3.10), we get ·
Yabb (x, x)

=0,

which establishes the theorem.
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